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DR. THATCHER returned to -Geneva this morning for a "brief sojourn and found
✓

an accumulation of matters and a. line of visitors which ^promised to keep him
busy during the .short time he has to spend here before' starting a strenuous tour
of duty which will take him to Ithaca, New York, and Albany.

Tomorrow he expects

to- go to Ithaca, and from there- to New York for a meeting with the Agricultural
Council of the Board of Trustees of Cornell University on Friday,

Saturday he

will he in Geneva and next Tuesday there will be a hearing at Albany on the
Station budget before the budget committee of the Legislature.

After that

perhaps he will be able- to spend more time in these parts.

THE PRESIDENT’S Agricultural.Conference may be' called together again almost
any time, says Dr, Thatcher, while it is expected to resume more protracted
sessions later in the spring.'
THE MUCH-POSTPONED Staff meeting is now scheduled for Thursday, February 5,
with every prospect that it will be possible to hold the meeting at that time.
As previously announced the subject, for'discussion will be bulletin distribution.
LEON STREETER, the versatile’
'Associate Editor of the NEWS, was confined
to his home for.two or three days with a severe cold. We are glad to note that
he is now enjoying a complete recovery.
MENTION of the NEWS staff .recalls to mind the fact that Dr. Glasgow and
the Editor are deeply appreciative of the tribute paid to them by the "Editor”
(always.a'misleading term) in the colored supplement of last week’s NEWS, We
could scarcely have done better ourselves, except that some space might have been
given to Dr. Glasgow’s visit to Rattlesnake Pete’s w h i l e given such an
opportunity the Editor would have used considerably more than a page to tell of
his own exploits, Altho assuming full responsibility for everything that appears
in the NEWS, we do not assume the responsibility for.the payment of debts con
tracted by members of the NEWS staff without the knowledge of the Editor. We
kindly but firmly ask, therefore, that whoever incurred an obligation of $2.85
with the Rochester DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE for printing two pictures and for paper
for same step up and claim the bill. t Since there are only two possibilities,
and since Leon was sick in bed, it looks like ............. ....................

ME. PARROTT has journeyed down to Virginia to address the Virginia State
Horticultural Society at Winchester tomorrow on the matter of aphids. He .expects
to return to Geneva Friday night.
MR. WM. COWIE, who is in- charge of -the revision of -the Geneva CityDirectory, .called on. the Editor the'other day-for information about the.Staff and
requested that attention be called to the fact that orders for- the Directory can
be placed with him or with the publishers, the H. A. Manning Co, Springfield, Mass
WE REGRET to note that Mr. Hewten has been detained in Rochester since
la.st Saturday on account of the- continued'serious-illness' Of his brother.
D R .•H , A . :HARDING, .formerly chief c-f the Bacteriological 'Division,' was a
visitor at the Station last week, when he consulted with members of the Department
about matters of ’common. Interest. Dr „ Harding is now- with -the Frederick Matthews
Company of Detroit.
THE STATION recently broke in to Whiting's ,fcolyura" in the Boston HERALD,
according to an account i n •the Utica PRESS of recent date which quotes the Boston
scribe to considerable length under the heading ''How To Get The Pop Out Of Your
Popcorn'1. ’■The occasion-for'the.-outbreak was one of' the "News Service" stories
which were sent out a short time ago telling about Mr. Stewart's popcorn experi
ments,
Says'" Mr / Whi ting in part-.':
"The New York State.Agricultural Experiment Station has been
investigating popcorn to see what makes it act so. It has produced
as the fruit of its labors,, directions telling us how to get the
maximum of pop from every corn. What it offers is a perfect popcorn.
.. . This is a. great work, and we do not .falter in appreciation.
The. New
York State Agricultural, Experiment Station has done no harm.
It has
done good„ It has erected a beacon.
It has set up a model of
perfection towards which we may aspire,., secure in the knowledge that
we ..shall not attain it. The. .serious defect in perfection is its
.finality, . It is. a good objective to pursue* but.a thankless one to
* a tt&in *********.
We commend the experiments, of the New York Agricultural Station
but we believe that popcorn will be popped as .formerly, by guesswork
.and faith,, - The way to pop popcorn, is. to^ take, an ear from where, it
hangs behind the kitchen stove, twist off the .kernels in .the. hand,
rotating the cob around and around.
Then put the kernels in the popper
and shake gently over a bed of live coals,- wood preferred.
Some will
.-pop- maximum and some, will not. Pour the popperful into a deep dish,
salt well and add butter if desired." .

THE FOLLOWING new material, has. .been, added .to ..the Station. Library since the
last list .given in the .NEWS:.
Principles of Biochemistry, Robertson
. ...
,Features, of Vegetation o.f. South Africa,. Cannon.
Calculus of Observations, Whittaker- ■■- •
•
Genetics in Plant and Animal.Improvement, Jones
Root Behavior, Jean & Weaver
,
..‘ ’.•
Orthoptera, Blatchley
Outlines of Economic Zoology, Reese
New Periodical:

.

Journal of Oil and Eat Industries.'
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